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Florida's
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VOLUME 45

(Z-107)

Student Players
Present "Stop
Thief!" Friday
Leads to Be Played By Ed
I Waite,
Deedee
Hoenig,
] Patsy Clark, Nat Felder

Eollins
(Weekly Student Newspaper)

anJispur

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24, 1940

Notice

ANNOUNCEMENT

The Symphony Society will
sponsor a production of Gilbert
and Sullivan's "Trial by Jury"
March 25. Tryouts for the light
opera will be held Tuesday afternoon, January 30 at four
o'clock in the Laboratory Theatre. The parts will be cast from
the faculty and students. Mrs.
Bloch and Mr. Bailey will conduct the tryouts.

The Freshmen Players
Present
Two One-Act Plays
Directed by Jack Buckwalter
Tonight at 8:15
in the Laboratory Theatre
Admission Free

New Republic" to
Feature National
Writing Contest

Chapel Choir to Sing
j Matinee, Two Evening At St. Petersburg
J Performances GivenFirst Off-Campus Trip of
Year to Be Made Sunday
I The Rollins Student Players will
I present Carlisle Moore's farce
The Rollins Chapel Choir will fill
H "Stop Thief", their second produc- its first off-campus engagement
tion of the 1939-40 season, this of the year, Sunday, January 27,
Friday and Saturday, January 26 at St. Petersburg. The concert will
and 27, in the Annie Russell Thea- be given at the First Congregational Church. This is the choir's third
tre. The two leading roles will be
trip to St. Petersburg. Last year
^ taken by Deedee Hoenig, Edwin
over 200 people were unable to
Waite, Patsy Clark, and Nat Fel- gain entrance to the church beder. The part of Jack Doogan, cause of the large audience.
i crook extraordinary with a sideThe choir will sing the following
line of detecting, will be divided numbers under the direction of
between Mr. Waite and Mr. Fel- Christopher 0. Honaas: "Let their
der. His accomplice, Nell the maid, Celestial Concerts All Unite" by
will be acted by Miss Hoenig and Handel, "Et Incarnatus Est" and
"Crucifixus" from Bach's "B Miniss Clark on alternate nights.
or Mass", "Father Most Holy" and
The complete cast is a follows:
Jack Doogan, Edwin Waite and "Praise to the Lord" by Christiansen, "Salvation is Created" by
Nat Felder
Tschesnokoff, "To Thee We Call"
by Tschaikovsky, "Agnus Dei" by
Nell Jones, Deedee Hoenig and Kalinnikof,
"Ezekiel
Saw
de
Patsy Clark
Wheel", a spiritual, and "Listen
James Cluney, Richard Wesson to the Lambs" by R. N. Dett.
Madge Carr, Virginia Kingsbury
Mr. Siewert will accompany tlie
Mr. Carr, Rod MacArthur
choir at the organ and play Tschaikovsky's "Andante Cantabile" and
Mrs. Carr, Grace Raymond
Doctor WiUoughby, Alden Man- "Dir Ist Frende" by Bach.
The choir will sing at the Mornchester
ing Meditation in the Knowles MeJoan Carr, Erika Heyder
Caroline- Carr, Philippa Her- morial Chapel and leave immediately after early dinner for St. Petman
ersburg. They will travel by bus
Mr. Jamison, Joseph Knowles
and car. Mrs. Wilcox and Mrs.
Sergeant of Police, Jack Lieber- Scott will take care of the wardRev. Mr. Spelvin, Jess Gregg
robe.
Policemen ,Bob Matthews and Jim
)ean.
Publications Union Meets
Chauffer, Bob Carter
Two of the cast are newcomers
The publication Union met in
o the Student Players' stage. PatProf. Wattles' classroom, Thursly Clark is a member of the Freshday, January 18th, at 7:30 P. M.
:nan Players and has been seen
The election of Exchange Editor
here before in other acting groups,
for the Sandspur and Flamingo,
but this wiil be her first appearance
originally scheduled for this time
with the Student Players. Erika
was postponed until the next meetHeyder was seen in the Intramural
ing, at which time the candidates
Dramatics Contest last fall, but
will appear. Wendy Davis, Editor
has never before acted with the
of the Tomokan, requested an adPlayers.
ditional ONE HUNDRED DOLThe back-stage work is being LARS to meet the expenses for
done by the Stagecraft Class. the publication of this year's yearIhey have built and decorated the book, but as yet, this request has
set and collected the properties. not been acted upon by the board.
The stage manager will be Morrie
Casparis; his assistant, Betty BerIndependents Plan Party
ilahl. The lighting will be done by
Babe Casparis. Property ManaAn all-college Roller Skating
ger is Phillippa Herman, who Party, sponsored by the Indepenseems to have had to do the hard- dents, will be given at the Coli2st work of anyone digging up seum, Monday night from eight to
the miscellaneous
odds-and-ends eleven.
that playwrights think of.
Everyone is cordially invited,
"Stop Thief" will be given in and if you can't skate come and
:hree performances; one each ev- watch the fun.
ming at 8:15 and a matinee Saturday afternoon at 2:30. Mr.
tVaite and Miss Hoenig will play
;he first evening and Mr. Felder
ind Miss Clark the second.
Tickets for "Stop Thief" will be
)n sale at the Annie Russell TheaTe box-office. Students must get
The Civic Music Association of
ackets before the play. These Orlando presented the Griller
ttay be obtained on presentation String Quartet in concert, Satur1^ the Student Association Card day evening, January 20th, in the
It the box-office. Admittance will Annie Russell Theatre. Received
)ot be on Association Cards, but by an especially enthusiastic and
^n the tickets which must be re- appreciative audience, the quartet
ierved before the play.
presented a program as diversified
as it was entertaining.
Opening their program with the
Quartet in B flat major (The
Hunt) by Wolfgang Mozart, the
quartet immediately captured their
listeners' attention which they held
throughout the recital. This quarThe Spanish Club convened last tet which was written when Mozart
ight at the first meeting of 1940, was most influenced by Haydn was
t the Phi Delta Theta house for presented in four movements, the
inner and discussion. With Pres- Adagio being the most beautiful,
lent Ray Hickok keeping every- in our opinion.
fhing under control, dinner was
After a short intermission, the
erved at 6:30, and was followed quartet resumed their program
y open discussion. Conversation with "Tambourin,,' by Francis Jol^as carried on as much as possible seph Grossec. A short dance of
p Spanish. Luis Hortal, a Span- lively character, this selection was
| h Rollins student who recently pervaded with a suggestion of the
ame here from England, told of instrument for which it is named,
ome of his experiences in Spain and presented a particularly rend of war conditions in Europe at freshing modo. Following "Tamle present time. Spanish word bourin", the "Andante Cantabile"
ames were also played.
(From "Quartet in D major") by
Ray Hickok and Chairman Al- Tschaikowsky was presented. This,
:e Newcomer head the club of the second movement of Tschaibout thirty members. Mrs. Camp- kowsky's First String Quartet, carell acts as faculty advisor. Meet- ries a lovely melody taken from a
igs are held by the club every two folk-song of "Little Russia."
'eeks.

Q. C^S^S"

Mrs. Cass Celebrates
Birthday At Home
Former Registrar Awarded
Sullivan Medallion in 1931

The NEW REPUBLIC
es a writing contest for college un^
der graduates, the incentive being a first prize of ten weeks* employment in thje office of The
NEW REPUBLIC in New York
City, June 24 to August 30, 1940,
at twenty-five dollars a week, plus
carfare from and to the winner's
home city or his college. There
will be a second prize of fifty dollars and three other prizes of ten
dollars each. Any manuscript
printed, including prize-winning
ones, will be paid for at the NEW
REPUBLIC'S regular rates.
Contestants are asked to write
a magazine article suitable for
publication in The NEW REPUBLIC, of not less than 2,000 words
or more than 8,000. The manuscripts should deal with some current topic, political, economic, social or literary.
Each manuscript must be signed
with a pseudonym and accompanied by a sealed envelope containing both the pseudonym and the
real name, and address, college
and class of the writer.
Manuscripts should be typewritten, double spaced, on one side of
the paper only, and addressed to
Contest Editor, The NEW REPUBLIC, 40 East 49th Street, New
York, N. Y.
The contest closes on or before that date. Announcement of
winners will be made as soon as
possible thereafter.
The winner will be expected to
become a member of the NEW REPUBLIC unit of the Book and
Magazine Guild for the period of
his employment in the office.
The Judges of the contest will
be the Editors of the NEW REPUBLIC.

Mrs. Emilie B. Cass, former
gistrar of Rollins College, is celebrating her seventy-fifth birthday
today at her daughte
Doylestown, Ohio. Mrs. Cass first
came to Rollins in 1922. She retir
ed as Registrar Emeritus in June
of 1936. During 1937-38 she presided over the Information Desk
in Carnegie.
Mrs. Cass attended Wellesley
College and from there transferred
to the College of Wooster whi
she received a Bachelor of Music
Degree. She is also a graduate of
King's School of Oratory. She is
one of the first members of the
Rollins' Phi Beta Chapter.
The Sullivan Medallion was conferred on her at the Founder's
Week convocation in 1931. Excerpts from the citation on the pre
sentation of the Medallion show
the high esteem in which she was
held by students and faculty:
"Emilie Baughman Cass, it is
now nine years that you have serv
ed Rollins College in the important
office of Registrar. Your dutii
have brought you into intimate
contact with both faculty and students. In diverse and difficult situations you have exhibited tact,
patience, and kindness. To all your
responsibilties you have given d
cretion, fidelity, and a full
of devotion, thereby revealing
strength of character, a wisdom of
judgment and a sympathetic appreciation of the needs of others.
"Recognizing the high purpose
which has ever characterized your
services to Rollins and the affecRichard Kiehnel Receives
tion in which you are held by all
Award From Institute
to whom you have given courtesy
and unselfish labor, it gives me
pleasure to confer upon you the
Richard
Kiehnel of Miami,
Algernon Sidney Sullivan Award.
Fla., architect of all new buildings
May it be a satisfaction and an
on the Rollins College campus with
inspiration to you all the days of
the exception of the Knowles Meyour life."
morial Chapel, has been signally
honored by the American Institute
of Architects with a Fellowship for
distinguished service.
The certificate bestowed on Mr.
Kiehnel distinguishes him as the
only architect in the United States
to receive a Fellowship for originIn direct contrast, the artist then al work in the adaptation of the
played "Tongataboo," one of a set Mediterranean and Spanish types
of pieces entitled "Three Land- of architecture, a style which he
scapes," by Ernest Bloch. Excit- has used throughout the thirteen
ingly descriptive of an island in the new buildings on the Rollins Colsouthern Pacific, this selection with lege campus.
its barbaric color and rhythm imAn organization numbering sevpressed the audience as a piece as eral thousand in membership, the
remarkable as it was short. De- American Institute of Architects
lighted oh's and ah's could be heard has bestowed certificates of elecas the last note died away, just tion on less than 200 architects in
before the enthusiatsic applause the United States. According to the
which accompanied the conclusion Institute's policy, fellowships are
of every member on the program. conferred only upon members who
Concluding this portion of the have made an outstanding and oriprogram, the Quartet presented ginal contribution to design, re"The Serenade" (From Quartet in search, literature, education, or
F major. Opus 3, No. 5") by Franz public service.
Joseph Haydn, who was called the
father of string quartets. Through
his work in writing numerous quartets, he established a precedent in
modes of writing and greatly influenced Mozart, and later Beethoven
and Schubert.
Theta Gamma Zeta of Lambda
Following another short intermission, the group played Bax's Chi Alpha fraternity takes great
pleasure in announcing the visit of
"Quartet in G Major," the first
its Grand High Alpha, Noel Sarstring qunartet of this modern comgent from Huntingdon, Long Isposer. It is characterized by its
land, on Saturday, January 27.
beauty, feeling, and warmth and
After remaining here one night
was truly a fitting climax for an
he will leave to be present at the
especially enjoyable recital. The
installation of a chapter of Lambda
encore for which the audience clamChi Alpha at the University of
ored was quite as beautiful.
Miami.

Architect of Rollins
Campus Is Honored

Civic Music Association Presents Griller
String Quartet at Annie Russell Theatre

Spanish Club's First
Meeting of 1940 Held
^ At Phi Delt House

(Gomplete Campus Coverage)

Shawn Presents
"The Dome" on
February Third

Stuart Chase
Will Speak To
Economic Group

Famous Men Dancers to Be
Featured in Colorful Program to Bach Music

WeU-Known Economist and
Author of Many Books to
Address Conference

Company to Disband
After Winter's Tour

Business Leaders to
Address Session Here

Prize Winner is to Receive
Summer Position in New Variety and color mark Shawn's
newest program called, "THE
York With Publication
^M//./^:

Lambda Chi Alpha to
Entertain Grand High
Alpha January 27

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

Stuart Chase, the well-known
economist and writer will be one of
the oustanding speakers at the
Fifth Annual Economic ConferSTUART CHASE
ence of Rollins College which will
be held at the Annie Russell
Theatre on the college campus
for three days, January 31st, Febuary 1st and 2nd.
Mr. Chase, in his telegram of
acceptance to Professor William
Melcher, who is in charge of the
Three of the group took part
program, said that he would anin the now famous performance
nounce the title of his address
in Boston during the winter of 1933
later. Mr. Chase is the son of Harwhen Shawn, with the young men
vey S. Chase, a nationally known
of his group and a few members
of his classes in dancing at the Dr. Louise Perry Makes Gift accountant, consultant and budOf Complete Selection From get expert, who has been spendSpringfield Y. M. C. A. College,
ing recent winter seasons in Wingave the first entire program of
Sanibel Island
ter Park with his wife.
dances given exclusively by men in
The author of a dozen books and
an American theatre. All of them
The Baker Museum of Naturmany magazine articles, Stuart
were athletes in school or college.
al Science at Rollins College is reChase has been notably in the
They represent practically every
ceiving from Dr. Louise M. Perry limelight during the past few
section east of the Rockies.
"THE DOME" includes twenty- of Sanibel, Florida, a complete months because of his latest volsix dances, all presented, as Shawn collection of shells from Sanibel ume, "The New Western Front".
In this book, which was widely
is quoted, "For the simple reason and Captiva Islands.
the
United
that we wanted to do them." There
Dr. Perry, one of the leading read throughout
are dances to the music of Johann students of mollusks in this coun- States, Mr. Chase gives his reaSebastian Bach, "Remembrances try, is in the process of complet- sons for believing that the Unitof Things Past", "Excursions Into ing a book on the shells of Sani- ed States should keep out of EuVisible Song", "The Divine Idiot" bel and Captiva. In the valuable ropean and Far Eastern conflicts.
and the "Jacob's Pillow Concerto". collection which she has donated to Henry Hazlitt, the distinguished
This will be the last opportunity the Baker museum are many shells critic, said in his review of "The
for the people of Central Florida which will be used as illustrations New Western Front", "No one
to see Mr. Shawn and this present in the volume, the photography has ever dramatized the political
United
company of dancers, as, at the end having been done at the Ameri- contrast between the
of this year's tour in May, the can Museum of Natural History States and Europe more vividly
than Mr. Chase has in his six-page
company will disband. Mr. Shawn in New York.
wants time to work out his new
Sanibel Island
is
famous opening chapter."
ideas, one of three possible pro- throughout the world for the numMr. Chase's previous book, "The
grams, each erquiring from fifty ber of shells to be found there. In Tyranny of Words" criticized
to sixty dancers, and each pro- fact, according to Dr. Perry, economists and politicians for
gram presenting new and inter- there are only a few places where their inadequate and careless use
esting material and problems. He a greater number can be found in of the English language.
feels that he has accomplished an area of equivalent size. Dr.
Dr. Melcher, who is head of the
what he set out to do with this Perry's own check list gives the Department of Business Adminpresent company of men dancers, names of 400 species which she istration at Rollins, announces
namely, to convince the public that has found on the islands.
that a session on Economic Planthe dance is a legitimate career
In commenting on the gift, Mr. ning has been added to the Confor men.
Edward M. Davis, Director of the ference and will take place on
Tickets for "THE DOME", to Museum, said, "On account of the Friday afternoon, February 2, a t
be presented Saturday evening, difficulty in identifying many spe- 2 o'clock. Addresses at this sesFebruary 3, at 8:30, at the Win- cies of shells a complete collec- sion will be given by George B.
ter Park High School Auditorium, tion such as Dr. Perry's, authori- Galloway, Field Representative of
and Social
are selling rapidly and a capa- tatively named, is of great impor- I the National E:
who will
city audience is expected. Tickets tance not only to amateur shell I Planning Association
may be purchased at the Sand- collectors but to scientific students speak on "National Planning In
spur Bookshop and the Bookery in as well. The Baker museum in War and Peace" and John E. WebWinter Park and the San Juan having such an outstanding col- ster, formerly associated with the
Pharmacy in Orlando. Mail orders lection will be able to greatly in- Westinghouse Electric Company,
may be sent to Helen Rae, Prices crease its usefulness to people who will talk on the subject "Inare $1.10, $.85 and $.60, including throughout the United States who dustry Must Take The Lead". Dr.
tax.
Royal W. France, Professor of
are interested in shells."
Economics at Rollins, will preside.
At the morning session on February 2, which will be devoted
to problems of business and finance, there will also be two speakers. The first will be L. P. Dickie,
Manager of the Southeastern DiSaturday morning a goat was
(The letter was properly and vision of the Chamber of Comtethered to some of that unsur- duly signed, of course).
merce, who will talk on "New and
passable and indispensable grill"Now this note may have some Changing Responsibilities of Buswork on the side of the X Club. A bearing on the appearance of the iness", and the second, A. M. Harnice looking goat she was, too. Not goat. And then again, Scheu con- ris, President of the Florida Bank
quite as clean as the Casparis's tinued, "it may not. But I'm told of Winter Park, who will speak on
Continental , and not quite as thin this note was sent because of an- "The International Debt Situaas a less experienced one might be other animal. A rabbit I believe. tion". John G. Gravlee, Division
—but nice looking. Bob Whiston The poor thing must have been Manager of the Florida Public
stroked her chin and said, "Now looking for a nice warm home, Service Company, and president
take Dean Enyart—distinguished so evidently he strayed into the of the Winter Park Chamber of
looking gentleman, isn't h e ? " But Phi Delt house. Then, after he had Commerce, will preside at this
Bob wouldn't say any more.
nested down in one of the upper morning session.
Inside he pointed to a framed kitchen cupboards—now this is
L. W. Martin,
Advertising
letter dominating the mantle. On pure conjecture, you understand— Manager of the Florida Citrus
an impressive gold embossed let- he curled up and went sound Commission, has accepted an interhead bearing an imposing es- alseep. Well, it seems he went so vitation to appear at the session
cutcheon and the imposing sylla- sound asleep he never woke up. Af- on Thursday afternoon, February
bles Phi Delta Theta, the letter ter three or four weeks one of the 1, when citrus problems will be
opened with "Dear Matt—". It boys with a particularly keen nose discussed. The title of his paper
continued as follows (as well as sniffed and said 'you know, I do will be', "The Role of Advertising
belive that milk must have soured'. in the Distribution and Sale of Citmemory serves):
"Isn't it about time that this And evidently further investiga- rus Crops."
foolishmess ^jould come to an tion revealed the corpse of that
end ? We have reached the point tented smile, they said, even in
S.P.O. Pledges Feuerstein
where we will no longer stand for poor little bunny. It still had a conthe childish pranks of certain mem- death.
Sigma Phi Omega take;
s of your Fraternity.
"But here's the funny thing". in announcing the induction of Dr.
If there exists any hostility be- Bill went on, "darned if they don't
Richard Feuerstein on the Faculty
tween houses why not try to iron think someone in here lured that
Advisory Committee.
this out. I'm afraid. Matt, that (meek little bunny
their house.
The simple ceremony was held
come a Saturday night and your j'Can you beat that, Certainly beat a meeting last Monday in the
boys get caught fussing with our yond me—"
Fraternity house at 485 Virginia
property, something is likely to
"Why don't you ask McCorkle Court. Manny Ehrlich, Prexy of S.
happen for which we will both be though, I understand he had the inP. 0-, closed the meeting after a
sorry later.
itial contact with the goat. Maybe short speech on Fraternity Ideals
Let's talk this thing over—
he can tell you more about it."
by Mr. Yust, present chairman of
Sincerely
(Continued on Page 3)
the faculty committee of S. P. O.
DOME", which will be presented
on Saturday evening, February 3,
at the Winter Park High School
Auditorium, at eight thirty, by
Mr. Shawn and his company of men
dancers. Of the eight young men
who make up the group this year,
all were members last year.

Shell Collection
Is Given To Baker
Museum Of Science

Strange Appearance and Disappearance Of
Goat Baffles "X" Club; Phi Delts Suspected
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THE SET OF THE SOUL
"One ship drives east and the other drives u'est
WUh the self-same winds that blow
'Tis the set of the sails, and not the gales,
Which tells us the "way they go!'

Member

Rssocicited G3lle6iale Press

Our loquacious lad, Bill Shakespeare, has furnished us with some
titles that .funny as it seems, fit
MORAL RE-ARMAMENT
In our own strength we have failed,
right in to what Rollinstudes are
Member: Win'ler Park Chamber of Coitimcrce; Floricia InlercoHegiate Press Association
By DEAN NANCE
Tiuth and love have been asdoing . . .
TELEPHONE
187
sailed.
Although
I
can
not
accept
many
teriachen
Puh.i,., , < mike: Fa.ba„U Avenue a. I„:
"As You Like I t " . . . Hot-off
of the tenets and techniques of We have tried both fire and sword.
the Horshoe: Janet Jones has an
the
Oxford
Group
I
am
interested
And
all things else except the
eye-loving trio ring affair that
National Advertising Service, Inc.
in the ultimate goal of the moveLord,
Teddy Pittman thought just her
College Publishers Representative
ment, which is moral re-armament But now in faith's new rising tide.
A2.0 MADISON AVE.
NEW YORK. N . Y .
type . . . Corky McCorkle and Alon a world-wide scale. Dr. Frank We'll build a world that shall abide.
dine Baker are no longer making
Buchman, the founder of the moveiiuOi^"p.t<^n I'nce: By mail anywhere in the United States $1.50 a term {12weeks), $2.50 the same shadow (steal from Winment, has made enthusiastic disfor tw.. terms, or S3.00 for the full college yeat.
chell) . . . Helen Darling can't
ciples among all classes in more Throw off the fetters of the past,
stand the strain of her complicated
The ways of evil can not last
tiiiieud as second class matter, November 24, 192S, at the post office at Winter Park,
than fifty nations of the world.
love-life, so she's taking up knitting
Florida, under the act of March 3. 1879.
Last week I received a new book When all good men in holy tryst
. , . Frank Bowes, prexy of the
Shall seek the truth in Jesus
published by the Group and entiEDITORIAL STAFF
frosh class, as if you didn't know,
Christ.
tled, THE RISE OF A NEW SPIRJ O H N H . BUCKWALTER, I I I
Editor has a stream-lined grey and red
May
all sad hearts now sick with
IT. It carries testimonies, on the
D E J A Y SHRINER
News Editor Indian looking jacket that fairly
strife
need of Moral Re-Armament, writbats
off
the
frost
.
.
.
J
o
Caruso,
JEFFERSON KENNEDY, J R . , T E D PITMAN
Sforts
Editors
Walk in the way of God-led lil\..
ten
by
Henry
Ford,
Rear
Admiral
J A N E T JONES
Feature Editor Chi 0 My 0, has moved her picture
Richard E. Byrd, Sen. William A.
NORINE FARR
Cofy Editor of Charles Vfeaver (and a few
Bankhead, Arthur Capper and
A L D I N E BAKER, BETTY DE GIERS
,
Society
Editors other necessities) out to Shoiley
many other famous men of Pro- Re-arm! Re-arm! Benighted man
T O Y SKINNER, GLORIA YOUNG
Girls
Sforts Bowstead's so they could be dorPut on God's armour, seek hi^
testant and Catholic faith. With
mates,
more
or
less
.
.
.
Ann
Kruse
A L D E N MANCHESTER, GLADYS EVOY
Headlines
plan
meek apologies to all poets, on and
The
Lord is calling for recruits,
P A U L H A L E Y , BETTY W I N T O N
Proof
Editors is worried because somebody told
off campus, I venture to give you
her that Pappy Daunis has changAwake! Awake! Put on thy booi,^
the
substance
of
the
book
in
verse.
NEWS REPORTERS
And march with men of every naF r a n k B o w e s , B e t t y C a r s o n , W e s l o y D a v i s , N o r i n e F a r r , N a t F e l d e r , N o r - ed his address . . . tea has a sinisThe
book,
however,
is
much
better
w i c k G o o d s p e e d , B e t t y H a l l , P a u l H a l e y , D i c k K e l l y , A l d e n M a n c h e s t e r , ter meaning for the Chi O's . . .
tion
R o b e r t M a t t h e w s , F r a n c e s Montgomery, L y n n Naught, Donald Ogilvie,
than such poor verse would inL a u r a R i p l e y , R u t h S c h o e n a m a n , J a n e A n n e S h o l l e y , H e s t e r S t u r g i s , Bill Wootten and Prof Dexter are
Toward the goal of world salvadicate.
William Terhune, Bud Waddell.
the personification of perpetual
tion.
ping-ponging of repartee . . Mary
FEATURE WRITERS
In dangerous doctrines we've been
J e s s G r e g g , S h e r r y G r e g g , J e a n H o l d e n , P e g g y H u d g i n g s , J a c k L i b e r m a n , Ann Wilson has lost her saddle
schooled.
S a r a M c C a s s l i n , J a n e Miller, M a r y A n n W i l s o n
shoes, but not her line evidently,
With fear and hate and greed In searching prayer clean up thy
Mu gals to model. . . . the parad- i gotta go see the pan-handler this
SPORTS W R I T E R S
because she's going up to G'ville
soul,
C h a r l e s A r n o l d , Cecil B u t t , R o b e r t M c K e n n a n , R o b i n R a e , A l f r e d R o o s e we've been ruled;
ing one will be Glad Evoy, Nor-j aft." Us, innocent, "Panhandler?"
for Military Brawl and Houseparvelt, Richard Wesson
Surrender all to God's control.
ine Farr, Janie Ruth Fairchild and j Cracks Bow, "The gal who gives Each has sought through selfish
ties on a Beta bid . . . Jimmy Dean
Live in love and honesty,
ASSISTANTS
plan,
Virginia Lagerman . . . "Romeo-, facials, stupid!" . . .
is the prize campus title loungeShirley Bowstead, P a t Guillow, B a r b a r a Northen, Arax E h r a m j i a n
Unselfishness and purity,
To break and kill his fellow-man.
and Juliet-ing" these days are Jul- | "All's Well That Ends Well" . . .
lizard . . . "Courtesy" week has
ian Mawhenay
and Barbara ; and we wish we could say as much But now we hail a bright new day. And nothing sinful can remain
BUSINESS STAFF
a faintly ironical title, don't cha
When thus all men are bom
When God in us shall have his
J O H N GIANTONIO
Business
Manager think ? . . . The Alpha Phi's almost Holmes . . . Bob Whiston and Con-; for Dust here . . , We have been
again.
way.
M. K. H.iRMON, J R
Advertising
Commissioner got to throw real snowballs at nie Childs . . . Dick Curry and a . warned to publish this announceRITA COSTELLO
Circulation
Manager their Winter Wonderland dance femme back in Parkersburg • . • | ment from time to time between
JANE RITTENHOUSE
Assistant Circulation Manager last Sattiday . . . people who look- Ann Searle and a boy from Stet-i now and June: The last Tar Dust
son (in fact, it's already a ringer).; column will be called Off The Reced like they didn't care about the
Shakespeare called it "Much Ado : ord . . . so be prepared! Another
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 WITH T H E FOLLOWING EDITORIAL
chill were Smokey Sholley, squirUnassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-rounded yet many ed by Mel Clanton . . . Jane Balch About Nawthing", but we'll call it preview: Soon we're gonna do a
By BETTY HALL
sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and energetic as its name and Harold Gillespie . . . Marge "Something" if we may . . . Blair: column of College Vignettes, a la
Liberman—he's hard to
GWEETINGS oil you gyumpy Jack
imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a feer, Chindahl and Jack Lieberman . . . Johnson has a new maroon con-i Winchell, so watch your lifestory!'
people, for you're going to hear please! He hates jokes! He says he
wonderfully attractive and extensive in circulation: all these will be
T. DUSTER
vertible job . . . Doris Kohl finds
"The Winter's Tale" continues . . the atmosphere down on the dock
something that you probably have- likes spontaneity in his humor, but
found ufon investigation to be among the extraordinary qualities of
and if you didn't see the ice on the behind
n't realized before! Had you real- try being spontaneous and listen
thei.
Cloverleaf much to her
Horseshoe last week . . . you miss- liking . . . the cupid hair-cuts of
ized that some of the world's best to him bellow!
A CALL TO ARMS
ed something . . . I t may not be Jim Lease and Phil Blitz a r e
wit and humor comes not from
For an all-around good sense of
Girls! We have a really j
extra cold if you're from New Eng- enough to make you shudder . . .
Bob Benchley, nor Jack Benny, humor, Peggy Hudgings and GraBy CHARLES A. STEEL
land, but if you have Florida warm the Phi Delt's are sending whispers morons invitation here that
nor even Jimmy Dean? The most dy Ray would probably rate pretty
spontaneous wit has its beginning well. And for spontaneity, Jim
'1 suppost," the psychiatrist in S. N. Behrman's END blood in your veins, it's definitely around about a scavenger hunt must act upon immediately.
A lonely Dartmouth r
in the classrooms right here on the Lease gets an orchid.
OF SUMMER remarks to the hero, 'you and your Irish friend chilly! . . . The Independents are they're gonna throw soon . . .
hoping that the chill weather holds Norwick Goodspeed, is a new stude wants us, and we must
campus. (A little wit, say about
edited the comic magazine at college ?"
In almost any class there are
out so their skatin' party on thewho's living at the Phi Delt House to the call. His letter to the Ed- half, is started on other campus"No," he replies, "we edited the serious magazine."
several exceedingly witty comA former editor of THE FLAMINGO could hardly give 29th, next Monday eve, will be a . . . What were the Double-Cross- itor is so charming it would be es, but most of it first sees the ments every day, so if you miss a
so glib an answer. He would have had to say something like success . . . it's an all-college af- X-Club boys doing with ye olde Impossible to ignore it, but it light of day a t Rollins). Little class, you miss the real cream of
t h i s : "Well, not exactly. The material in the magazine—that's fair . . . for details see Con Car- nannie goat Sattiday morn? . . . would be coy if we all wrote at wonder! Look a t the profs and stu- humor. You must admit, wit adds
serious, a lot of it, anyway. But the format includes bleed-off ey . . . Dwight Johnston and Mary what does the name Lucy Romil- the same time. Not only coy, dents—as a whole they have ex- a little mustard to the hamburg of
photographs of bathing beauties on the cover. And there are Trendle, Alpha Phi Prex, think lat mean to Jimmie Dean? . . . but rather confusing. If he ceptional senses of humor. Of philosophy.
a lot of pictures of the Florida landscape. On the whole, it's the weather is fine . . . in fact, Why must Jane Dorman go incog- should be nasty enough not to course there are always a few who\ Mrs. Lamb's first year Spanish
more like something that the Orlando Chamber of Commerce they actually went down and cutnito always? The dark glasses pick any of us, we will call on carry the thing too far with their class is the acme of entertainment
might have put together. It's a little like FILM FUN, too. a hole in the ice so they could cover Janie's eyes perpetually . . . our loyal Rollins men to defend terrifically odorous puns. (Please, as well as education. The puns
When you start reading the contents, you see that Rollins has
Pat Guillow had the right idea . . . our honor, and then we could Mr. Roney, don't take offense. made on Spanish words during that
some intelligent and literate undergraduates, but the magaOur vote for the "King Lear she wore rubber boots up to her have a Rollins-Dartmouth feud. There are others just as bad asclass period are really a help to
you—HONEST there are!).
zine is primarily dedicated to fostering the tradition that Rol- (Leer)" of the campus is Johnny knees to keep out of the making- Think of the publicity!
learning the vocab. For instance,
lins is a country club."
Gross, who looks like "Love's La- down weather last week. . .Harold
Tonight, get together in sorIt would be hard to say who has take the verb "ayudar" meaning to
With the January issue of THE FLAMINGO, Mr. Louis bor Lost" or something . . . how- Gillespie was more than floored orities, and write a representa- the best sense of humor, for ev-help. Mrs. Lamb was testing the
Bills has knocked the traditional FLAMINGO into a cocked ever, we will say that Johnny when he took a beautiful tumble tive letter from your sorority, eryone's is so different. Take Bill class on vocabulary, simply giving
hat. The cover is dignified and handsome, has a good typeface furnishes news for this column, from his chair in Prof Melcher's then we will wait for results. Wooten for instance, —he loves the Spanish word for the class to
and the Rollins crest; the contents are printed in legible face and even with his eyebrows that class last week . . . The X Club No fair sending a night letter, puns! As a matter of fact, he dotes identify. "Ayudar?" she said,
on heavy stock—the slick paper and cigarette ads are gone. look "Tempest" blown, he loves his hill-billy orch caused some fun we must stick together.
on them. He likes jokes too, butawaiting the correct answer from
on the H'shoe last week . . . Willy
There is not a bathing beauty in the whole magazine. In fact, gasp-mask and gloves!
Then, when the Rollins girl can't tell one five minutes after Charlie Arnold. Before Charlie
there are no photographs at all. Mr. Bills edits the serious
This is about the "Twelfth Whitehead had a time trying to goes to Dartmouth, we will all he's heard it, which is probably due could open his mouth, a drousy
magazine at Rollins.
Night" we've lost sleep for Tarkeep his wig from going up in be very, very nasty if she isn't to his long association with Dr. football player opened his eyes,
He does a good job, too. There is an informative and Dust . . . so to prove that this is smoke . . .
chosen as Queen of the Car- Pierce whose memory runs like feigned an intelligent countenshrewd discussion of Fascist ideology by Mr. Rudolph Toch, no "Midsummer Night's Dream",
ance, and said hastily, "Of course
"Measure for Measure" Mr. nival. After all, he practically this:
a Vienese pre-medical student who knows what he is talking we'll tell you that: Life photo- Alexander Bloch wrung Tchai- promises us that.
Dr. Pierce—Didn't you have a I'm here. Where did you think I
about. Forcefully Mr. P. R. Kelly gives the American point of graphers are coming back to Rol- kovsky's fifth from his symphony
Now this is very serious, and brother in this course last term,
view on national affairs. Miss Sally McCaslin contributes a lins . . . in fact, they should be wasn't a dry eye in the crowd . . . will be fun. Write your letter
Howard ?
sensitive study of adolescence in a short story that seems to here now . . . mayb( they liked Lynn Naught, Sherry Gregg, Bit- tonight.
If you don't have a sense of huFreeland Babcock—No sir, it
us as fine as anything we've read in STORY MAGAZINE for the climate . . . maybe they won't ty Cummin, Babe Rae, Dorothy
(Note—S( letters to the Edi- was I. I'm taking it over again.
mor by the time you have come
a long time. For variety there is a great deal of verse and a ra- now . . . that Fred Kasten, Lamb- Lockhart, Luverne Phillips, Prof tor)
Dr. Pierce—Extraordinary r e - in contact with fifteen water
dio play, a tragedy, by IVIr. Robinhood Rae.
da Chi pride has a grade A of a Ehea Smith, Prof. Stone ,. . . and
semblance, though—extraordinary! sprinklers, you'd better cultivate
It's a good magazine. In fact, it's so good that we hesi- new jalopy . . . and also had a hundreds more were lifted out of
On the other hand (there are one! It's not only entertaining, but
tate to make the few objections we do feel should be made. grade A date for the dance . . . i their seats during the second movefour flingers and a thumb), take it might get you through college.
Because the editors asked for "suggestions", we're glad to the Lambda Chi's are flyin' high' ment . . ."Comedy of Errors" . . .
make a few.
. . . Babe Rae and his supportin' in other woids, the eaves-dropping
The names of the contributors should appear with the ti- cast gave "The Rising of the dept . . . Frank Bowes, speaking
tles in the table of contents. When we wanted to show some Moon" once again a t the Kiwanas with the deepest sincerity, "I'm
By THE EARIE ONE
Knowles Memorial Chapel
verse to friends, we had to look through the whole magazine Club last Friday p. m. Jack Liber- fast!" . . . Prof Steele in English
The Interracial Club held a meetDanny Speyer—"It was about j ,
to find it. The notes on individual contributors should be ca- man, the gent who can't take the class, "He went to the church, and ing on Thursday Evening in Dr. Wednesday, January 24, 1940
the
color
of the natural part o
bined in the rear, not attached to the separate articles. We jibe, will probably always talk like she went mad" . . . Mrs. Scollard, France's room in Lyman Hall. Dick
7:30 P. M.
object to the tone of the notes, anyway. To be told that one he's fresh from Erin . . . The speaking of Keats, " I t broke his Kelly, president of the club, pre- 1. Fantaisie Symphonique, Ros- your hair."
must 'read carefully between the lines" to detect Mr. Toch's Chi O bridge-fashion show last heart . . . temporarily of course!" sided a t the meeting.
iter G. Cole
Jack Hoar—'"We're going ti
irony is an insult to intelligence. And it is no tribute to Miss Sattiday was a compliment to Rol- . . . anonymous, on getting a tanThe distribution of the money 2. Lslrgo (reqi(ested), HanHel gang up on him tonight. You wa:
McCaslin's story that it was rejected 'by one of America's lins . . . well-attended and well- gerine in the tummy, "Hey, quit received from the Christmas fund 3. Orientale, Cui
and see."
most distinguished editors." We have been rejected by some presented . . . Louis' in Orlando throwing those loose-leafed or- was the main subject of the meet- 4. Thou A r t My Rock, MuelPaddy Moodie—"In
Englam
of the most distinguished editors in England and America. are using quite a few of the Phi anges!" . . . "Bow" Bowstead, "I ing. It was decided that a certain
ler (based on the hymn, "Rock meals aren't quite so hectic."
The proofreading is extremely careless. Whoever is responsum would be used for purchasing
of Ages")
Peggy Hudgings—"Sounds ti
sible for the slip in Mr. Mitchell's "With Autumn" (possibly
reading material for the Colored 5. Porgi, Amor, Mozart
me like a psychology experiment'
on all counts the best poem in the issue) ruining one of his long before Mr. Gregg tore the last sheet from his typewriter. Public Library.
(from the opera, "La NozBud Waddell—"My big opporbest lines, should be boiled in oil. The stanza should read: Mr. Gregg aimed at De Maupassant, but he hit Michael Arlen.
The president also laid great emzedi Figaro) "The Marriage tunity—and I muffed it."
"The grain shocks sear the fields again.—The biding moon The story should have been better: Mr. Gregg's letters in The phasis on the importance of the
of Figaro"
Bert Schlegal—"Penny in the
content—Sees every semblance grow the same,—Where wan- SANDSPUR are delightful; he is capable of humor more ma- various
committees
previously
The Wren, J . Benedict
cuss box, hell!"
ton once we went." The omission of an article in the penulti- ture than this. The commentator who described the story as chosen. He made the statement Harriet Lyon Zercher, Soprano
Deedee Hoenig—"Hello, dearie,
mate line of a sonnet by Miss Hudgings ruins the metre. "sophsiticated" was right; it is, if we may quote Webster, that the committees must start Emelie Dougherty, accompan- have you been to any high class
There are a lot of transposed letters in the italicized com- "deprived of genuineness, naturalness, . . . made artificial." functioning to help to better the
ist.
lecture today?"
ments, too.
But any undergraduate publication, with this format,, conditions of the local negro popu- 6. Overture to Rienzi, Wagner
Alden Manchester—"Have
On the whole, we thought the verse better than the presenting Miss McCaslin's story and the verse, needs no apol- lation.
my fraternity pin ? It was only for
prose. Particularly we liked Miss Jane Miller's 'Fatal Inter- ogy.
It was hoped that the group
the night, you know."
view", Mr. Mitchell's poem and Miss Jane Balch's 'The ViciWhen we were packing our possessions to leave the Tu- might be able to procure the librarJess Gregg—"Who would like to
ous Circle". However, we have no doubt that Miss Mary Eliz- torial System for the Conference Plan, we were surprised by ian from the Negro Public Library
take my place in 'poultry' class"'
abeth's verse is the most mature and precise: her work is, we a bon voyage group who arrived in our rooms at Adams House as guest speaker for the next meetJohn Giantonio—"It can't 1>
grant, derivative, but there is perception in
:
with sherry and offers of help: the result, of course, was t h a t ing.
anything nasty about me—'caus
Or see again the tall
we missed the train by a good two hours.
I'm a honey."
Brave living banners rail
More unfortunate from our point of view was the fact
In Physics Class:
In hollow of weary valley
that some 'sophisticated" editors of the Harvard GUARDIAN
The marriage of Miss Rebecca
Dr. Hutchings—"Do you )tM*)
Tryouts for the third play of
Or thrust through the dry picked skull?
and the MONTHLY discovered the copy of THE FLAMINGO,
Bumby, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. that if the British Isles continShe has the good qualities of the poet who knovvs his business which President Holt had given us to furnish an idea of the the Rollins Student Players will
Leonard J. Bumby of Winter Park,
ue to sink a t the rate at w h i «
so well that he can ignore the limitations of lesser workers. undergraduate family. One of the young men, who had at an be held Tuesday evening, Janthey are sinking, in 40,000 yealfl
uary 30, at 7:30 and Wednesday, and Carl Freeman Kettles of St.
She is good.
early age been deprived of genuineness, naturalness, and January 31, a t 4 and 7:30 Albans, Vt., was solemnized Sat- they'll be completely under w»-|
Mr. Rae's "Chain Locker" is aimed so clearly for radio made artificial, asked: "These pictures—'Rollins a t Work'
urday morning, January 20, a t St. t e r ? "
t h a t it shouldn't make very good reading. It did, though. Yet and 'Rollins at Play'—which is which?" Another, whose eye o'clock in the Laboratory TheaMargaret Mary's Catholic Church.
Corky McCorkle—"Well, goshwe doubt that most stations would present a drama so full of was fetched by the bathing girls on the cover, was fascinated tre. The play, "You Can't Take
Do they know about i t ? "
The bride attended Rollins and
profanity. We did not like Mr. Jess Gregg's "Last Act, Fifth he said, by the Rollins Plan to bring about a closer associa- It With You" will be directed by
Helen Darling—"That's the best
Scene": we do not believe that a too, too clever Englishwoman tion with the blonde on the left. Copies of THE FLAMINGO Howard Bailey. Copies of the is a member of Kappa Alpha Theta
would lard her speech with such Americanisms as "I guess" are now on the way t o the editors' desks of the GUARDIAN play are now on reserve in the sorority. Carl graduated from Rol- grip you's had on me yet."
lins and was a member of the X Norine Farr—"I've always been
and " I was no sensation"; we saw the trick ending coming and MONTHLY and ADVOCATE. That ought to show them. library.
Club.
looking for a man who could cook'
Distributor of

Cblle6iate Di6est

FOOTNOTES

Comments on the New Flamingo

Interracial Group
Discusses Use For \
Xmas Drive Income

Organ Vespers

Becky Bumby, Carl
Kettles Married Here
Saturday M o r n i n g

Notice
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ROLLINS

SPORTS

X Club, Phi Delt,
K. A. Quintets Win

SANDSPUR

ALONG THE SIDELINES

COMMENTS on
Today's NEWS

BABY GRAND

THEATRE
Week beginning Jan. 25th
For the first time since the RusThursday - Friday
so-Finnish conflict began, the RusNo. 1 Detective . . .
Last week the basketeers aveng- enough throughout. Coach Adams sians claimed a major victory,
The Kappa Alphas and the X
the Sherlock of the ScotClub kept their respective slates ed their only defeat by trouncing needs congratulations for his fine when they reportedly "annihalat- He's
land (Lumber) Yard.
work, after all this is the first time
clean in last week's basketball the Southern College quintet,
"CHARLIE M C C A R T H Y
ed" a Finnsh battalion last Friday.
games. The latter club easily pol- was indeed an impressive victory Rollins has put a basketball outfit
DETECTIVE"
At the same time and all during the
ished off a hard fighting Sigma Nu as Coach Adams was worried about on the floor in a good many years.
with
week the Finns have counter-reEdgar Bergen
outfit while the former took the what he might find down Lakeland It takes a long time to perfect the
plied
that
they
have
defated
RusMortimer
Snerd
measure of the Lambda Chis 35 to way. Again "Tiny" Philips, giant game well enough to have a top
sian
troop
after
troop.
Of
course,
Saturday - Sunday - Monday
of Florida netmen, took the spot- flight club, so my hat's off to "Doc"
R a e a n d D a v i s S t r e n g t h e n e d 15.
we still are not sure that all the Colorful, exciting days of minAdams
for
his
so
far
good
work.
light.
His
scoring
some
twenty
odd
Paced by hard playing Billy JusB y M c K e n n a n and Chick to
Finnish reports are accurate, but strels and river boats.
tice the Clubbers sank 49 points to points assured the Tar fans that
'^ Phillips Plays Outstanding
"SWANEE RIVER"
we cannot help noticing that the
Form Promising Team
their opponents' 16. The play was the "Big one" had at last found
Game; Scores 28 Points;
(IN TECHNICOLOR)
Soviets do not deny them and oneven for the first quarter but after a permanent hole in the basket.
For those football fans I might
with
lj. Justice Chalks Up 13
Don Ameche — Andrea Leeds
Tennis at Rollins is on the way that the Clubbers* big guns in the Let us hope it will remain there say something about the goings on ly make similar claims at very
Al Jolson
up.
The Athletic Department form of Justice and the fast break- throughout the duration of the sea- at winter drill which is now tak- rare intervals. Finnish troops are
Extra
"March
of Time" Finland
reported
to
have
fought
on
Soviet
Overshadowed by the scoring ing place at Harper-Sheppard
seems to have finally realized that ing Rodda soon mounted up an unit is a logical major sport for a
rpassable lead. The last quarter ability of the lanky center is the Field. Saturday afternoon marked soil. Just how this "war" will end
Tuesday and Wednesday
is
not
in
our
realm
to
foretell,
but
small Southern college with some- found the Clubbers dropping then ball handling of guard June Lin- the first real scrimmage of 1940.
The Comedy Mystery thrill of
1940 — You'll laugh, you'll
thing to be desired in the way of
practically at will in spite of thi gerfelt. This particular aspect of With more than enough men for it would certainly be a great
*^
By CHARLIE ARNOLD
liant attempts of Nichols and the game is often overlooked, how- two teams (something rare at Rol- tory for true democracy and for scream. At the funniest mys.
For the second time in three financial support of athletics. Withever, it is just as important as cen- lins) Coach MacDowell put on a he rights of the small nations tery you've ever witnessed.
^ games, the Rollins College cagers out undue trouble or expense Rol- Lease.
"CAT AND THE CANARY"
ter position. Without a good passer full time game. Take it from me hould tiny Finland emerge victorIn the second game of the
with Bob Hope
lost to a visiting team by a one lins could develop teams that would
the ball would never reach a place
prospects look mighty good too. ous. Perhaps the meek shall inher)k point margin as the Alabama mean something in college tennis ning the K. A.'s with the ai
their two sparkplugs Blitz and Ray close enough to the basket to be Although I have only been here it the earth after all. But we must
J Teachers' quintet nosed out Coach in the United States.
This year, although probably
roughshod over a battling but shot. With amazing consistency lit- two years I can't say when I've wait until the weather becomes
Thurston Adams' men 52-51 here
nore spirit, Grady Ray, fresh- warmer before we can see who
, Monday night in Recreation Hall. nothing sensational is in store, the far outclassed Lambda Chi Alph; tle June outwits the opposing detennis
team
promises
to
be
considback, did a fine job of ball will finally emerge the victor. No
team.
With Blitz scoring on beau- fense men and throws the coveted
•jj^'^ The Tars surged out to an early
spheriod into a scoring position. carrying and looks as though he matter if Stalin should win, Finll lead on the brilliant play of Phillips, erably stronger than last year, tiful shots the K.A.'s took over
(Continued from Page 1, Col. 6)
•who was sinking one-handed pivot That is, if Freshmen and Trans- early and commanding lead and Along with this he manages to will be a great deal of help next land's stand will not go down in
[^ shots with unbelievable accuracy. fers can be used. And since the were never in trouble from then on get the opposition's tries off the fall. Bill Justice seems destined history as one of the greatest, but
And McCorkle did shed a wee
Again on Friday afternoon th< backboard with unusual gularity.} to make a reputation to equal that it will lower Russia's prestige
Early in the second quarter the baseball team gets away with usj of brother Joe. The lineplay was among nations of the orld, to place more light. "The other morning,
score stood Rollins 20, Alabama 8, ing ineligible players, Prof. Trow- Lambda Chi's ran into deep water
ha, ha, I was awakened by someThe team's improvement is a ra- excellent on both sides with John- Russia in a second rate class.
but led by Bailey and Greggs, the bridge plans to do the same with when the Phi Delts, sparked by
thing strange, something marvellai rangy forwards, the visitors un- his squad. This would add Bill Johnny Fleeger, who is the Phi pid one. During their first con- ny Giantonio and Buddy Brysor
ously mysterious, ha, ha, yet someleashed a devastating barrage of Chick, a transfer, and Bob Mc- Delt sensation on the floor this test the element of passwork was stealing the honors. Chappy LawFrom China, there is some news thing with peculiar propinquity.
il perfectly aimed shots, and pulled ^Kennan, a freshman, who would do year, sank their hapless opponents sadly lacking, this menace how- ton will cause a lot of ends to reThere seemed to be a heavy musty
once
again.
It
is
a
report
that
the
a
lot
toward
making
the
team
the
member
him
when
the
next
pigto
the
tune
of
36
to
15.
The
play
ever seems to be overcome. In the
\ up to lead at the half, 30-29.
i
best Rollins has had. Chick is a at the beginning was close but as engagement against the boys from skin parade gets under way. A Chinese have surrounded the city odor, and intermittently came a
lij The entire second half found the
well-rounded stroke artist, a plea- soon as Fleeger found his eye and Southern the shooting took a turn scrimmage will be held next Sat- of Canton, which was captured a high quavering sound like s-a-a-m
15 lead see-sawing back and forth bi
the fast breaking Davis boys got for the better. These two factors urday afternoon so all those of you long time ago by the Japanese. In s-a-a-m, ha, ha. I started out of
tween the two teams, with neither ^^} to watch on the courts,
going the valiant efforts of Grund- will have great bearing on the who want to see a football game the midst of the previously men- bed to investigate, but I couldn't
able to command any sizeable mar- tiff opponent for most anybody.
ler and Bryson were not enough to Tars future success. The defen- minus the usual $1.10 might take tioned military engagement we raise my legs. I stretched my arms
gin. During this second half Just- McKennan, although he is erratic
keep the Lambda Chi's out of the sive teamwork has shown to be fair \dvantage of the opportunity.
have begun to overlook the Sino- down and felt something furry.
ice led Rollins' offensive, cutting and lacks self-assurance, should desoup.
Japanese affair, but Japan is still Ha, ha, I told myself, I've never
a
valuable
member
of
under the basket to lay up five "^^^°P
quite
the aggressor and we should still wakened with anything
team. Of the "eligibles". Bob
game Coach Adams ran in second
give whatever support we can to like this with me, ha, ha, ha. And
^"However, the Alabama contin- ' ^^^'^^ N"' ^ "^^" ^^^^ y^^^' ^ f^^^^^
string men to give them more
do
you
know
what
it
was.
It
was
China.
gent were in the ball game every ^^y^'^^' ^^'^ '^ probably better off
perience.
Here in the United States, a that goat, all curled up and cozy,
minute, and, as Phillips visibly ^^^ ^'^ experience in the Orlando
ha, ha, right on my bed. But I'm
great
man
died
this
week.
No
mattired, they became more and more Tournament; and Red Green, an
Coach Adams Puts in Second The lineup:
sure the Phi Delts couldn't have
ter what we think of his policies
String For Last of Game
successful in grabbing the ball off eccentric but devilishly effective
Rollins
G F
done it
"
and ideas we must all pause a moshot-maker, head the list. Othi
the backboard. The last five
Justice, f
5
1
But as mysteriously as he apment in memory of William Edgar
utes of the game were played in a candidates are Dud Darling, Robin
By CLYDE JONES
Tolson .
0
0
peared he disappeared. Good thing
Rae,
Babe
Casparis,
Everett
Farnsorah
who
served
his
home
state
bedlam of noise, as the Tars, trailRollins College cagers downed Jones, f
0 14
of Idaho for almost 33 years as its though, probably, because the cols' ing by several points, fought val- worth, Bruce Edmonds, Dan SpeyThere is a great deal of en- Southern College 50-32 in Lake- Brady, f ...
I er and Bill Royall.
senior senator in Washington. Sen- lege doesn't allow pets—and as
's iantly to turn the tide.
thusiasm this term in all the girl land last Friday night. The Tars Phillips, c
Bob Whiston says, it certainly
'
Davis
and
Rae
are
the
only
memator
Borah was one of the strong^ Altho Rollins was given two free
sports. Out of the two hundred and were given a battle until the last Brankert, g
would be awful to have to see
est isolationsts in the country and
^. throws at the last minute, and bers of last year's squad, which six girls in the college, thirty-nine 10 minutes when they put on a
somebody like Dean Enyart about
had
a
record
that
can
be
best
believed
in
complete
independence
trailing by only one point,
are out for tennis; thirty-six are spurt that netted them 14 points
something like that.
of America from European affairs.
they were unable to find the hoop hummed up by a discreet silence taking golf; thirty are taking hock- while holding Southern scoreless.
The
complete
schedul
Shorty
Phillips
led
the
Tars
with
ey;
twenty-three
are
taking
riding;
t and the final whistle blew with thi
been made up yet, but a partial twenty-one are taking modern twenty-one points, while Scarbro Southern
s visitors leading 52-51.
E Phillips was easily the outstand- list of teams to be played includes: dancing; twenty are taking folk with ten was high scorer for the Biddle, f .
Lay, f ....
I ing figure of the game last night, Stetson, Elon, Florida, Miami J. U., dancing; thirteen are out for can- Lakeland team.
g leading his team by scoring 28 Mercer, Clemson, Mississippi, Em- oeing; twelve are out for archery;
The Tars were the first to score Scarbro, f ...
ory
and
Henry
and
St.
Petersburg
nine
are
out
for
fencing;
and
three
hard earned points. Justice was secid they stayed ahead throughout Smith, c
are taking correctives. Nearly all the game, for all but a brief minute Kirkland, g ,; ond in line racking up five field Junior College.
With the first match only two the classes are larger than usual. at the beginning of the second half Hendrix, g „
, goals and three free throws to score
113 points. June Lingerfelt, "Andy" weeks away, Prof. Trowbridge is This is a good record.
when the Southern team scored two Woods, g I Jones and "Willie" Daugherty all wishing that Arranger Wendy DaThe basketball team has a game quick baskets to knot the score at
vis
had
arranged
to
have
the
great
Total __
\ played good ball and were in there
wtih Southern soon so it is neces- 25 all.
, fighting every minute to try and Robert Riggs stay around campus sary that the squad get all the pracWith 10 minutes to play and Rol
^ "bring home the bacon". Being a while longer:—there is a vacancy tice necessary. We were also prois leading by two points the Tars
BEST QUALITY LAUNDRY SERVICE
* defeated by a ball club such as on the third doubles team.
vided with a new basketball this started on their spurt that sewed
[ Alabama put on the court last
week.
up the game.
' night was certainly nothing to be
Justice, who semed to have found
All those who have not taken
—Rollins Alumnus—
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANING
ashamed of, as those boys from
their swimming tests and would the basket for the first time this
REAL ESTATE BROKER
' Jacksonville, Ala. were real ball
Guaranteed By Good Housekeeping
like to do so may make arrange- year, scored two quick baskets,
TeJ.
400
100
Park
Ave.
'' "hawks", handling the ball with
ments with Fleet Peeples to take Phillips made a one-handed shot
real skill and dexterity, which
as advertised therein!
them in the Orange Court swim- from the side. Then Justice again
comes only after years and years
made two more baskets from a difming pool.
The pledges of Pi Beta Phi enter' of faithful practice, and playing
ficult position under the basket.
Use
our
CASH and CARRY office
tained the active members with a
' together.
Phillips came back and made a
Royal Typewriters
coffee in Mayflower Hall on Tues- uary 14 has been announced. The long shot.
Sales and Service
The Rollins boys are to be con308
E.
Park
Ave.
Phone 418
couple
has
taken
up
residence
in
day evening.
All Makes Used Typewriters
By the time the Southern team
gratulated on the way they are
OPPOSITE HAMILTON HOTEL
The marriage of Florence Mas- Winter Park.
realized what the Tars were doing,
fighting to put basketball on a
Shirley
Herman
spent
the
weekton of Patterson, N. J., to Carl
Rollins had scored 14 points while
par with football and baseball here
Company
Valere, of Winter Park, on Jan- end at Daytona Beach as the guest holding Florida Southern scoreless. 29 E. Pine St.
Orlando
• on the campus, and with a little
of Tony Jenkins.
Phone 5114-5115
Throughout the remainder of the
more practice and playing together,
: the boys will put out a team that
will make the student body proud
THURSDAY - FRIDAY
of them.
The Tars journey to Miami, this
. f QUICK,BERGEN]
week end to engage the Hurricanes
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY
>S..theNEEDLE.'I
in a pair of tilts on Friday and
Saturday nights, so let's everyone

Tar

Freshmen Justice,
Fleeger,
Blitz, and R a y A r e S t a r s

By Jefferson Kennedy, Jr.

Q u i n t e t Tennis Developing

Loses 52-51 To ^' •""J"'" ^J""^ in
Rollins A t h l e t i c s
Alabama Team

S Rollins Meets Miami
*
Hurricanes, Friday

Appearance of Goat
Disturbs X Club

CO-tES
IN
SPORTS

Basketball Team Win
Over Southern, 50-32

WHY NOT SAVE
100 Per Cent?

on your Laundry or Drycleaning

RAY

GREENE

CAMPUS
NEWS

Davis Office Supply

Pressing While You Wait

Rollins Press Store
stationery
School Supplies
"Scratch-Pix" art paper

DATSON

DuvencMpje/).

BUICK OFFERS

jjtmmirq bird

1939 Packard
Conv. Coupe
1937 Buicli
Conv. Coupe
1937 Chrysler
Conv. Sedan
1938 Packard 6
Coupe
1937 Packard 120
Sedan

New Spring Shades
•
•
•
•
2, 3

Honey Tan
Sunblush
Floret
Mistone
and 4 thread

$1.00 and $1.15

Dairies, Inc.

$645

$645

'
Ready for the

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
E. Park & Fairbanks

Winter Pari

INCORPORATED
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION
Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Laundered
J Walter Dickson. Manager
69 West Concord Ave.
Phone 5861
Orlando, Florida

The trousers are as smartly
tailroed as men's trousers —
high waist bands, and self belts
make the waists fit snugly. The
shirts are form fitting and may
be worn in or out. Some have
sport collars, others have plain
round necks. All have novelty
pockets. In checked sharkskin,
spun rayon, shantung and rayon
erabardine. Teal, Wine, Navy,
Toast, Black and White Check.

YOWELL-DREW'S
ORLANDO

match!
Wool Jerseys in all the new

SLACKS SEASON
The "Slack Season" is here in
full force. Our new slack sets
are designed by Hollj'wood's
foremost designers of sports-

Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
ORLANDO

Angora Coats with hats to

ORANGE-BUICK
COMPANY

GREASING — 75c ANY CAR

148 W. SOUTH ST.

FLASH !

$645

WASHING, POLISHING, SIMONIZING

Winter Park Phone 287R

I want M MH
abDitonoi
Snerd'i liap

$645

Products

Orlando Phone 9835

-pr X—'

$945

333 No. Orange
Phone 5410

Safe, Pasteurized Dairy

Winter Park Branch

pastel shades!
SWANEE
RIVER
with
DON AMECHE

Large selection of new evening dresses—^just arrived!

ANDREA LEEDS
AL JOLSON

TOWN and COUNTRY SHOP
Phone 296

Open 2 P. M.

ROLLINS
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SANDSPUR

SmoulderMorris Skop Talks At Student and Faculty
Morning Meditation Present Hobby-Lobby

X Cluh Goes To Party; Memhers
Amid Winter Wonderland of Snow And Ice

LETTERS TO THE

EDITOR
Warns Students Against Too Various Interests Discussed
A cold Saturday evening — the• snow, was enhanced by the coy Hastily Formed Decisions
On Rollins' Radio Hour
209 Eussell Sage Hall
Dubsdread Country Club — soft 'cozyness of Bill Scheu and Frannie

Phi and Key Societies Ritch and Trampler
Hold Beanery Dinner
Appear In Recita]

Honor Students Participate in Appreciative Audience Hears
Year's First Gathering
Second of Faculty Series

Hanover, N. H.
lights — a swing band — Alpha Smith snuggling in the igloo. Had
The Rollins Key Society, honA Hobby Lobby progam was
The second in the Faculty MuLast Sunday a t the Morning
Dear Editor,
Phi hostesses — the X Club at- it not been for the critical observaorary organization for those out- sical Series was held last Fripresented Monday evening in the
Meditation
Service
Dr.
Morris
A.
tion
of
"Moppy"
McBriar
and
his
Would you be so kind as to put standing in scholastic work and
tends.
Dyer Memorial Building. The proday night in the Annie Russell
Skop,
Rabbi
of
Temple
Oheb
Shathe following letter in the next extracurricular
The usual maze of formally- fiancee, Bill could have made a lot
activities, and Theatre. Miss Mabel Ritch, conlom (Lovers of Peace) in Orlando gram was announced by James edition of your paper? It has alclothed men and women chatted of woo in the igloo.
members of the Phi Society, those tralto, and Walter Trampler, viospoke on the subject, "Before I t Is Dean, and Everett Farsworth act- ways been my ambition to have a
Dancing progressed smoothly unhigh ranking in scholarship as linist, were accompanied by M
casually as they grouped before
ed
as
Master
of
Ceremonies.
Both
Too Late". Dr. Skop believes we
date with a Rollins girl, after see- first-year students, had a dinner
til "Maharaja" McCorkle attemptthe mural-mirrored bar.
John Carter. Miss Ritch and M
are all fellow pilgrims who follow professors and students partici- ing- many pictures of them in the
in the Beanery Thursday, Jan- Trampler are recent additions to
Cigarette smoke curled caress- ed to increase his harem by light- the ideals of our faith, sharing pated in relating their own peculiar
Collegiate Digest.
uary 18th. Guest of honor, and the faculty of the Music Conservaingly into small clouds above the ing his welcome bonfire in mid- our joys and sorrows with each hobbies.
floor.
Had
it
not
been
for
"Swish"
main speaker of the evening was tory.
people. Ice tinkled in glasses. EvThose who took part in the proother. However, often we speak
Edmonds screaming by with "BobDr. George Svott, member of Phi
erything was running smoothly.
too hastily and afterwards it is gram were first, Mr. Fleetwood Dear girls of Rollins,
Both Miss Ritch and Mr. Tramp.
by", that fire might have reduced
I have seen so many pictures of Beta Kappa, who spoke on the ler proved themselves excellent artoo late to redeem ourselves. Peeples, who told of his eventful
"Double black and white, hoi' the
Dubsdread to a smouldering ruin.
founding of the organization, hisThere would be more happiness in canoeing trip down the Wekiwa you gorgeous girls in the Collegitists by the high calibre of their
shoda" was the thundering shout
Again Edmonds prevented a catastory
and
significance.
ate
Digest,
that
there
is
no
alterthis world, Dr. Skop pointed out, if River. Second. P a t Laursen, whose
performances. Miss Ritch's voice is
that shattered the atmosphere. Ice
trophe. Bill (brown eyes) Daughhobby, Skeet shooting, is well native but to correspond with some John Rae, officiated as presiwe thought before it is too late.
tinkled more loudly in glasses. The
rich contralto. She sings with
erty was a life-saver, too, — he
of you.
dent of the Key Society, first read great understanding of musical
smoke clouds rushed higher toChristians are followers of a known not only to Rollins but to
didn't take a date.
the nation, gave an enthusiastic
As you know our Winter Carni- a letter from Dean Anderson, r e - construction as well as that of
ward the ceiling. People stopped
man
who
lived
and
dreamed
of
The dance was a wonderful sucaccount of her experiences. Next val is scheduled soon. Feeling cer- gretting his absence from the phrase line. Mr. Trampler has a
chatting.
cess. When the final songs echoed love and human understanding.
"Yesh, I shed double, bartender." thru the club, Bob Scheu was still The principles of Christianity and on the program, our celebrated Dr. tain that any one of you Rol- m(!<eting. After introductory re- marvelous technique and a beautiat
stake
in
the
j
Holt, who had already appeared lins girls would be chosen queen marks. Professor Hutchings spoke ful tone. Mr. Carter is one of the
the
Jewish
faith
a:
Bill Chick, cafe society darling, looking for Sally Hammond and
not too late j over the Columbia Hook-up, re- of the Dartmouth Carnival, I've de- about the meeting of Phi Beta finest accompanists that has ever
quickly quaffed his double quota as "Jeep" Pitman crawled down from present crisis, but
he fondly caressed Jinelle, the X the chandeliers from which van- for forces to plan and organize viewed his "Walk of Fame." All, cided to invite personally the first Kappa members of Central Flori- played on the stage of the Annie
Club sweetheart, and repeated his tage point he had been spying on for peace. We should start with Rollins is proud of this famous girl to reply. Since the weather up da, which meeting will be held on Russell Theatre.
ourselves and open our minds and walk, and all were particularly here is hardly so balmy as that the Rollins Campus next term,
order.
j his Theta throb, Janet.
A large, appreciative audience
free ourselves from prejudices. For interested in hearing "Prexy" in Winter Park, I must remind you and to which organization Phi So- attended the performance.
People regained their composure.
Ice tinkled emptily in discarded
ciety belongs.
speak about it. Dr. Richard Feuer- to pack your heavy togs.
Even the smoke clouds descended j glasses, the smoke clouds hung Dr. Skop concluded, "Behold how stein told of the Impromptu Plays
Expectantly awaiting your reto their normal level as "Chickie" ]lower and lower, the lights dim- good and how pleasant it
which his students enjoy so much plies,
Seniors Discuss Jackets
and his "Cleopati ' wandered out | med, slamming doors echoed thru brethren, true brethren, to dwell every Wednesday evening.
tion of senior jackets. Matt Ely
together in peace".
A lonely Dartmouth man.
into the garden.
headed the informal meeting. No
Dubsdread, the dance was over.
The Chapel Choir sang TschaiJAMES G. CURTIS (Jim)
Members of the senior class met definite conclusion was reached
The serenity was not disturbed But wait! Where is Mr. Wilson
P. S. Pictures aren't necessary last Friday in the Monkey Wing and it was left that the matter
by the limping form of "Quasim
Waldo Whiteherd? The scene kovsky's "To Thee We Call". The
because I know you're all beautiful. of the Beanery to discuss the ques- would be looked into further.
do" Kennedy. He had forgotti
changes. Three o'clock next morn- student readings were given by
HOUGH'S
to brush the sandspurs from his ing— Genius Drive—a car, no William Scheu, Lois S. Terry, Edwin Waite, and Lillian Ryan.
hair and clothes.
lights, Wilse and Connie alone.
FOOD SHOP
Dr. Victor B. Chicoine, pastor of
"Who says I'm a second-rate RoWaldo speaks, "Pick another
QUALITY FOODS
the Winter Park Congregational
meo?" was his fretting supplica- dingleberry for me, Connie."
Phone 520
Park Ave.
tion. Only a tiny servant-boy anConnie replies, peeling another, Church will speak a t the service
next
Sunday
morning.
His
subject
swered, "Just Mistah Hill".
"Haven't you had enough of those
will
be
"The
Garments
of
Aaron
An embarrassing situation was yet!"
quickly and deftly averted by, yes, That was but a snatch of the Shall Be His Sons".
of course — the campus' most deb- conversation between Wilse, the
onaire lady killer and glamour boy, campus scourge and Connie, the erybody picks on poor Wilse."
Bob Whiston, the mighty club flower of the
flock.
| The dance was a success; the X
Swinger from Chicago. All eyes
Later, when the sun began to Club enjoyed the party; Wilse had •
turned toward Bob and poor Jeffo rise and Wilse returned to the a good time.
|
was left mumbling in the corner Club, the men questioned him
with a few Phi Delts. Casual greet- kindly.
At the Airfield:
ings were exchanged and ohs! and
Why didn't you come to the Our instructor say that Scots are
ahs! followed Bob, the pride of the dance, friend? You left the Club the best aviators. They never dip
X Club pledge class as he left the
into air-pockets.
imediately after dinner."
Jeepers! When
departn
Wilse opened his fiery eyes and
store "scoops" Harpi
Always eager to learn new tech- parched lips and stammered, "EvVogue then you really have some
nique Germy Speyers followed
hting to get excited about. Here's I
the low down . . . The next edition '
closely behind love-birds, Jockie
of these heralds of fashion are goand Manny. He grumbled "Maybe
ing to feature "Yankee Doodle"
I can pull some of his smooth stuff
colors . . . Patriot Red, Federal
on Jock Meyer's girl." No doubt he
Blue
and White.
Launderers
Drycleaners
Church St.
was referring to June.
Now here is what gave fashionconscious me such a thrill. Mrs.
The procession entered the ballDAY PHONE 75
Broyles, who is the buyer of the
room where swing was full sway.
Resort Shop, has already stocked
NIGHT PHONE 319W
The entire room, swathed in cotton
CAMPUS AGENTS
loads of unusual red, white and I
blue dresses. She showed me lots I
of these fashion significant dresses
Joe Justice
. . . and three of them made such
and impression that I just gotti
Sam H a r d m a n
tell you about them.
Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
One love is a Patriot Red and
White candy stripe sunback dirndl
Cleaners
This informal creation is topped
by a smooth fitting cardigan style
jacket of the same striped material.
BUCK JOHNSON and JOHN GIANTONIO
International
Of course there are pockets on the
jacket, 'cause pockets are everyCampus Agents
where in the Spring fashion news,
Custom Clothes
ow I'm sure you've heard lots
about Marjorie Montgomery dressWe solicit your business as a home town concern.
from Hollywood . . . We'll, these
ne originals are featured in our
Winter Park
Phone 41
Resort Shop. One little gem, cut
from Patriot Red Linen, boasts
twelve gores running from shoulder to hem . . . the skirt and sleeves
are bound with white linen and
sprmkled with appliqued linen petals. I t is elegant simplicity.
I promised to tell you about a
COMING —
third dress. It's "Nifty Approved"
for that necessary white dress in
FOR
your wardrobe . . . Homespun white
THOSE WHO
linen . . . crew neck . . . flared sikrt
NEW
. . . and It IS trimmed with Federal
KNOW—
Blue saddle stitching a t the sleeve
DIRECTIONS BOOKS
cuff, yoke and set-in belt. Of course
there are two unusual pockets . . .
one on the blouse, the other on the
skirt.
Take heed! Garnish these resort
frocks with red, white and blue
multi-strand jewelry . . . slip your
tootsies into Rhythm Step red and
white or blue and white shoes .
Presto! You are the All-American

AMERICAN

ANDY'S GARAGE

THIS WEEK

THE CAMPUS BOOKSHOP
SOUTHERN

DAIRIES

MILDNESS

SEALTEST ICE CREAM
is served exclusive in the Beanery

NEW McMULLEN'S
Every Day

0K:-s-7n.
T^t L O R
I

Handmade and Manmade Suits |
Here's an opportunity for discriminating men and women to -|
have their suits made by expert tailors.
'A

Imported and Domestic Materials
Phone 7544

I
I
i

And that's not all... Chesterfield gives
you a FAR COOLER smoke. No wonder new
Chesterfield smokers, and those who have
enjoyed them fi)r years, pass the word along

Water-Velva Suits —
other

ORLANDO, FLORIDA

Originally "PETE THE TAILOR"
48_We»t Central

NEW JANTZEN
highlights

in

sport and beach wear.

LOHR-LEA
Park Avenue

Ihese two qualities, that you
want and look for in a cigarette, are
yours only in Chesterfield's right
combination of the best cigarette
tobaccos that money can buy.

C lesterfielc
... they really Satisfy.

Phone 12

The Cooler, Better-Tasting, DEFINITELY MILDER Cigarett
Copyright 1940, LioGETT & MVERS TOBACCO CO.

